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INTRODUCTION

Attending a dance performance requires a minimum of preparation
with your group of students. To ensure a successful and enriching
experience for all, we have prepared this teacher’s guide, which will
help you develop tools to approach the themes and the research for
Old Thomas and the Little Fairy. We also suggest that you read the
children’s book of the same name written by Dominique Demers and
illustrated by Stéphane Poulin. We also suggest that you have the
children see what dance feels like in their own bodies, giving them
personal references for movement. These concrete exercises will help
the students better appreciate the performance they are about to see.

Whenever possible, we suggest that you prepare your students for
the performance. Introduce them to the Bouge de là company (p. 2),
give them some background information and discuss the work’s quest
or intention (p. 3-4-5), and have the children experience one of the
suggested activities (p. 8).
After the performance, we recommend giving them some dance
appreciation exercises that will draw on what they remember from
the performance. We encourage you to engage the students in a
discussion of their perceptions of various parts of or themes in
the choreography; or to have the children make drawings of their
favourite elements.
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Founded in 2000 under the
artistic direction of
Hélène Langevin, Bouge de là
is one of the rare professional
dance companies in Quebec
to dedicate itself entirely to
the creation of choreographic
works for young audiences.
The company presents
contemporary works that
draw upon a variety of
disciplines: video, acrobatics,
theatre, shadow play, etc.
Filled with humour and
poetry, each performance
seeks to create a lasting
impression and show
children the sheer pleasure
of movement. To build new
pathways to bring young
people to dance, in their
schools (where the company
often gives workshops) and in
theatres: such is the mission
of Bouge de là.
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Poetic, impressionistic, Hélène Langevin’s
choreography transports us to the seaside.
From calm and reassuring to agitated and even
quite angry, the water is an echo of Old Thomas’
emotions, bringing transformation and change.
The video becomes part of the scenography,
giving us the sea as a backdrop and infinity for
perspective. The choreographer collaborates
here once more with Bernard Falaise, whose
original soundtrack contributes to the nautical,
emotionally-charged atmosphere of the
piece. Before the wondering gaze of the young
audience, three of the performers – Audrey
Bergeron, Caroline Laurin-Beaucage (substitute
Audrée Juteau), and Jean-François Légaré – rise
to the challenge of re-creating the different
textures and conditions of the sea, while
Guillaume Chouinard plays the old man who
has rediscovered his joy and Ève Boissonnault
plays a tiny fairy full of life. The creative team
is rounded off by some very accomplished
designers: Richard Lacroix, scenography;
Linda Brunelle, costume design; Martin Gagné,
lighting; and Suzanne Trépanier, make-up.
A tiny little girl is discovered, injured, on the
beach—suddenly, Old Thomas’s life is filled
with happiness. No more grumbling, anger
and bitterness, no more yelling insults at the
universe. The old man rediscovers joy and
wonder. Could this little girl be a fairy? Adapted
from the book of the same title written by
Dominique Demers and illustrated by Stéphane
Poulin, Old Thomas and the Little Fairy takes
an optimistic look at the cycles of life, and
introduces children to two charming characters
who take care of each other, each bringing out
the best in the other.
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Old Thomas and the Little Fairy invites us into
a world of emotions where renewal is possible.
Just like the story by Dominique Demers, the
choreography leaves a lot to our imagination,
and gives children room for interpretation. More
than an adaptation, the piece is a re-creation
in which dance and its capacity for stimulation
have been given free rein.

THE CHOREOGAPHY
OLD THOMAS AND THE LITTLE FAIRY BOUGE DE LÀ

Why is Old Thomas angry?
We don’t know. One of the things I enjoy about telling stories is that they let children use their imaginations to fill in the gaps and make a story their
own. Perhaps it is because he has been sick, or lost
a child; we don’t know. It might be anything. The
same thing applies to the little girl. Is she really a
fairy? This is a question that each of us has to decide for ourselves.

DOMINIQUE
DEMERS

Old Thomas takes care of the little girl and then, suddenly, his rage
vanishes. What happened?
Old Thomas has hardened over the years. He is like a plant that is dying.
The little girl wants to give him some water. Even if he drinks the water, she
is really the one who rehydrates him, who helps bring him back to life. Old
Thomas is deeply moved by the experience, and we see it in his emotions. He
begins to feel something other than anger. Is he afraid she’ll die? Afraid of
this new sense of wonder? Afraid of feeling close to her? What we do know is
that all these feelings help him rediscover life.
What is your story’s message?
This book is about a metamorphosis. There are times in life when we experience
a fleeting state of grace because we have met someone, heard some music
or seen a performance, and this allows us to see life differently for a while.
This is what happens to Old Thomas. It’s a very optimistic story. It says that at
one time or another we can all become re-enchanted by life. It speaks of the
cycle of life: we must die in order to be reborn, some plants have to die in order
for others to grow. Our parents take care of us, and then we take care of our
parents. This is what the book suggests in the last image: we imagine that the
little fairy will now go work her magic on someone else.
It would make me very happy if people can come away from this book with
the idea that there will always be little fairies somewhere to re-enchant
us, and that we all have the potential to become little fairies ourselves.
And we should never give in to despair, since something beautiful can always happen.
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What is Old Thomas and the Little Fairy about?
It is the story of an old man who is angry at life, who in some way is
transformed by meeting a little girl who helps him rediscover the joys of
childhood, the magic, a sense of wonder, the extravagances, the daring and the play. In the process he becomes more accepting of his own
mortality.

INTERVIEW WITH

were looking for fluidity, freedom,
mobility. I did some tests where we
projected the videos on the wall as
well as on the rehearsal floor.

INTERVIEW WITH

How did you choose your performers?
I chose an actor to play Old Thomas
because I wanted him to be able to
suggest some quite subtle emotions
and to move differently from the
dancers. I specifically wanted him to
appear less agile and older. But it is
still a very physical role. For the little fairy, I selected a very young girl
who could be very light. For me, the
little fairy is like a child: she is alive
and full of energy, she brings surprises, she can’t hold still. The three
other dancers interpret water: cresting waves, tides, currents, the water
that lifts us, the water we dive into,
etc. Water has different qualities,
colours and textures, and trying to
make it move presents the choreographer with
interesting and stimulating challenges.

HÉLÈNE
LANGEVIN

What attracted you to this book by Dominique
Demers?
My daughter received this fairy tale as a birthday
gift 4 or 5 years ago and it had a big impact on me.
The experience led me to think about how dance
could communicate all the emotions it stirs.
How did you start working on Old Thomas and
the Little Fairy?
The story takes place by the sea. I therefore began my research by working on the water, going
to the seashore and making videos of the different textures we see in water and in waves. When
I started working with the performers, we worked
without music, just relying on the breathing,
rhythm and the body’s natural undulations. We
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What do you want your choreography to convey?
Above all, I want to communicate emotion: happiness, a zest for life, sadness, anger, fear. This
is why I have often worked on theatricality and
composition. Of all these emotions, the most
important is a sense of serenity. In the end, Old
Thomas leaves this earth, but he leaves it serene.
His heart has been filled with joy through this
chance encounter, and he is at peace with himself.

ABOUT
DANCE AND
DANCING
Dance

Dance is the art of moving the human body in
space and time. Who has not danced at least
once in their life? Whether we dance to let off
some steam, explode in a burst of joy or simply
to stretch our legs, dance is a formidable means
of expression, body language is universal and
accessible to all. A body in movement speaks to
us, it tells us thousands of things.
Often dance is used to celebrate an event
such as a marriage, a birth, or the start of a
new season. But we can also dance simply for
the pleasure of it, for no particular reason.
Tango, hip-hop, salsa, ballet… there’s a
style of dance for every taste. This is why
seeing a dance performance is such a joyful
experience: we can be moved by the many
stories that a body tells us, marvel at a
performer’s grace or fury, be surprised by a new
movement. Sometimes other disciplines, such
as theatre and video, are folded in to the mix.
Contemporary dance doesn’t let any barriers
stand in its way. It challenges our perceptions,
offers us new images and new forms of storytelling. Audience members generally leave a
performance in a state of wonder and delight!
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Choreography

Choreography takes its lead from the movements
that make up a dance performance. The word comes
from the Greek khoreia, which means “dance,” and
graphein, which means “write.” Choreography is
generally based on a theme. It may be a story, a
topic of current interest, an emotion or someone we
want to talk about. Sometimes the choreographer
just communicates a certain energy or abstract
images that you shouldn’t try to understand; rather,
you should just let yourself be swept up in the
feelings it generates.

Choreographer

A choreographer is someone who develops
choreography. The choreographer selects and
develops the show’s theme, its issues and the
codes in its movements. The choreographer
communicates a vision and ideas to the dancers
and guides them in their work.

Dancer/performer

Professional dancers
are people who have
decided to dedicate
themselves to dance,
to make it their
profession. This requires
difficult training,
since they need to be
both physically strong
but, at the same
time, flexible. During
rehearsals, dancers
can either reproduce the movements that the
choreographer shows them or invent movement
through improvisation. During the performance,
they execute the choreography.

The choreographer’s allies

A rehearsal director often plays an essential
role in the steps leading up to the performance.
As the name indicates, the rehearsal director
leads the dancers in rehearsal through the
movements invented and developed by the
choreographer. A work of dance generally
involves a costume designer who must
ensure that the dancers are comfortable and
creates costumes that are in line with the
choreographer’s artistic vision. The costume
contributes to the magic of the experience. A
set designer is responsible for the appearance
of the stage. This is also an important role,
as the dancers have to be able to move freely
within a given space. The lighting and music
create an atmosphere that surrounds the
dancers and transports the audience. All of
these elements are created from the same
theme that was set out by the choreographer in
the beginning.
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The need to dance is
universal, and applies
to both men and women.
Boys and girls all need
to move, to invent
ways of moving, and
to explore the limits of
their bodies. To train as
a dancer, you need to be
in excellent shape, just
like a top-level athlete.
Boys as well as girls love
to dance to use up all
of their energy. It could
be very interesting to
talk about this with your
students: what, in their
opinion, are some of the
prejudices that people
have about dance?

CREATIVE DANCE
WORKSHOP
TITLE: DANCE THE SEA!
Created by Hélène Langevin
Time: 50 minutes, depending on the school period
Place: The gymnasium or a large clean room
Level: Kindergarten and elementary
General objective: To introduce young people to
dance, to eliminate barriers and prejudices toward
this still poorly understood discipline by introducing
them to the creative process and to improvisation.
As your students explore movement, remember
that there are no good or bad movements; there
is only free expression in the body that needs to
be encouraged and supported.
WARMING UP THE BODY (5 MIN.)
Get different body parts in motion by calling up
notions such as imitating a pendulum, swaying
back and forth, or the ebb and flow of the sea.
IMPROVISATION #1 (20 MIN.)

THE BODY IN WATER

1. Ask the children: What are the different kinds
of movement that you can do in water?
Examples: diving, sinking, jumping over waves,
swimming, washing down, swirling, floating,
surfing, etc.
2. Take all the children’s ideas, even the most
unlikely ones, and help them express them through
action in their bodies. Let the children invent their
own movements based on the images suggested
by a word. Encourage them to move about the
room, working at different levels (on the floor,
standing up, on their knees), have them try moving
to different rhythms (very fast, very slow), suggest
that they exaggerate their movements (fuller,
longer, with more twisting).
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3. At the end of each of these water exercises,
have the children suddenly freeze the water. This
means instantly stopping the movement and
holding the position by controlling the shapes
their bodies have taken.
On a count of up to ten seconds, have them melt
the ice very slowly down onto the floor.
4. Repeat: with another word, expressing the
word in motion, freezing and melting.
IMPROVISATION # 2 (15 MIN.)

SCHOOLS OF FISH

A) Name different types of fish found in the sea:
sharks, clownfish, stingrays, crabs, jellyfish,
molluscs, sea monsters, octopuses, etc.
B) In teams of four, play follow the leader,
imitating the leader. The leader thinks of a
fish and expresses it in movement, varying the
rhythms, forms and energy in the movement.
RELAXATION (5 MIN.)
Lie on your back and become a starfish. Striking a
triangle, have the students explore the different
positions that are created by opening and closing
the starfish.
FEEDBACK (5 MIN.)
Today you discovered another way to move by
improvising dance. What changed in your body?
How did you feel at the start and at the end of
the workshop?

